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Abstract 

Over the course of his presidency, George W. Bush increased aid to the continent 

of Africa from 1.4 to 9 billion dollars. His administration created new programs for 

distributing this aid for both development and health-related goals. However, the Bush 

administration also claimed to be changing something else: the underlying relationship 

between the United States and African nations. I will argue that although the Bush 

administration presented its aid programs as new approach to African aid through 

benevolent American responsibility that encouraged greater African autonomy, its 

discourse actually worked within traditional Western justifications for interventions in 

Africa, altering these discursive patterns slightly to ensure the United States took no 

blame for potential failures of its aid policy. This worked within a narrative of 

American values and history that distanced the United States from any real 

responsibility for problems the continent is currently facing. 

In order to do this, I will first use the work of scholars who have written about the 

Bush administration’s aid programs to provide a context for understanding the material 

changes it implemented. I will then analyze the discourse used to present those 

changes, in conversation with scholars who have written on common, historical 

Western representations of Africa in order to understand how the Bush administration’s 

discourse both fits into and differs from these tropes. Finally, I will argue that the kind 

of responsibility the Bush administration was calling for actually constituted a denial of 

meaningful responsibility by looking at it in conversation with African demands for 

reparations, which pose a very different definition of Western responsibility to Africa. I 

will use the reparations movement to demonstrate that the Bush administration failed to 

create a truly new and progressive framework for African-US relations, instead 

operating within comfortable historical notions of American power and benevolence. 
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Introduction 

On April 25, 2013, former President Jimmy Carter spoke at the Dedication of the 

George W. Bush Library. Given the political differences Carter held with Bush, 

perhaps he struggled to decide how to commemorate Bush before coming to what 

seems a universally lauded aspect of the Bush Administration: its involvement in the 

continent of Africa. Thanking Bush for “his great contribution to the countries in 

Africa”, Carter cited Bush’s aid increases from 1.4 to 9 billion dollars in aid to the 

continent over Bush’s presidency. Carter specifically mentioned Bush’s HIV/AIDS 

relief program, PEPFAR, congratulating Bush on the fact the before PEPFAR, only 

50,000 HIV/AIDS sufferers in Africa were receiving treatment, as opposed to two 

million by the time Bush left office. Finally, Carter thanked Bush for “the great 

contributions you’ve made to the most needy people on earth”, continuing the trend of 

bipartisan support that Bush’s aid to Africa received both at the time it was 

implemented as well as today.
1
 (Jimmy Carter) If American politicians can agree on 

nothing else about the Bush administration, it is generally safe to say they support his 

work in Africa.  

Who could argue with assisting the “most needy people on earth”, as Carter calls 

them? Certainly, it is indisputable that Bush’s aid changes made serious impacts, 

particularly in HIV/AIDS treatment and prevention. For the many individuals whose 

lives were saved as a result of PEPFAR, Bush’s aid program was much more than a 

political calculation: it was life itself. Without undermining the positive roles these 

                                                 
1
 Carter and Bush also shared strong evangelical Christian beliefs that led them to support aid to Africa. 

(Berggren and Rae) 
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programs may have played, however, it is worth asking what the discourse surrounding 

them demonstrated in terms of the relationship the Bush administration sought with 

African nations. I will argue that although the Bush administration presented its aid 

programs as new approach to African aid through benevolent American responsibility 

that encouraged greater African autonomy, its discourse actually worked within 

traditional Western justifications for interventions in Africa, altering these discursive 

patterns slightly to ensure the United States took no blame for potential failures of its 

aid policy. This worked within a narrative of American values and history that 

distanced the United States from any real responsibility for problems the continent is 

currently facing.  

The American relationship to Africa and, more specifically, the way that the United 

States conceptualizes and discusses Africa is something that is often considered less 

strategically significant than US relationships to other regions in the world. As Carter’s 

speech implied, kind-hearted Westerners give aid to Africa because it is the right thing 

to do. Such assumptions go un-interrogated while others do not: Bush’s rhetoric 

surrounding terrorism and related actions is one important example. Politicians and 

scholars alike have examined and critiqued Bush’s terrorism rhetoric and his assertions 

that it is the job of the United States to bring democracy and development to the 

Middle East. The same goals he sought for Africa –democracy and development- have 

received much less examination, perhaps, understandably, because aid is considered a 

more acceptable avenue through which to deliver these ends than is war.  

This is not to say that scholars have ignored Bush’s aid changes in Africa: many 

scholars have analyzed these aid programs and posited different potential motivations 
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behind them. I will use these contributions and further them by looking not only at the 

functions of the programs themselves, but looking at them in conjunction with the 

Bush administration’s discourse about that aid to in order to better understand the 

relationship the administration was attempting to cultivate toward Africa. In order to do 

this, I will first use the work of scholars who have written about the Bush 

administration’s aid programs to provide a context for understanding the material 

changes it implemented. I will then analyze the discourse used to present those 

changes, in conversation with scholars who have written on common, historical 

Western representations of Africa in order to understand how the Bush administration’s 

discourse both fits into and differs from these tropes. Finally, I will argue that the kind 

of responsibility the Bush administration was calling for actually constituted a denial of 

meaningful responsibility by looking at it in conversation with African demands for 

reparations, which pose a very different definition of Western responsibility to Africa. I 

will use the reparations movement to demonstrate that the Bush administration failed to 

create a truly new and progressive framework for African-US relations, instead 

operating within comfortable historical notions of American power and benevolence. 
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Section I: The Bush Administration’s African Aid Policy 

I. Foreign Policy Control 

One of the most common arguments scholars have made about Bush’s aid changes 

was that they were intended to create greater foreign policy control over African 

nations. Bush may not have been unique in that goal, but these scholars argue that he 

implemented it in a very distinct, particular manner. Bush created new aid 

organizations and requirements ostensibly to improve the effectiveness of US aid, but 

what these organizations actually did was fragment and bureaucratize the distribution 

of aid in such a way that gave the Bush Administration greater and more direct control 

over receiving nations.  

Among the biggest critiques of these aid changes was that they greatly fragmented 

aid agencies and distribution processes. Carol Lancaster argues this in George Bush’s 

Foreign Aid: Transformation or Chaos? (Lancaster, 10) In 2003, the Administration 

created the Millennium Challenge Account (hereafter MCA), a source of performance-

based aid, along with PEPFAR, a program to provide HIV/AIDS relief and prevention. 

Expansion of African aid also included increased aid from the U.S. Department of 

Defense. (Lancaster, 16) Lancaster argues that these aid efforts were largely motivated 

by post-9/11 concerns about what discontent abroad might mean for the United States. 

(Lancaster, 17) She argues that the MCA, run through the Millennium Challenge 

Corporation, created a distinct and closed method of controlling aid, as it refused to 

collaborate with the United States Agency for International Development (USAID), 

which had previously channeled all foreign aid. (Lancaster 24, 29) 
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Ultimately, Lancaster and others argue that Bush’s aid changes were based on what 

Bush referred to as “transformational diplomacy”, or, as Secretary of State 

Condoleezza Rice explained it, an attempt to “build and sustain democratic, well-

governed states that will respond to the needs of their people and conduct themselves 

responsibly in the international system”(Lancaster, 29). In other words, the goal was to 

more tightly align assistance with US foreign policy, encouraging the growth of certain 

kinds of states for political purposes. This worked largely through the MCA’s strict 

categorizations and standards by which developing nations were measured: these were 

outlined as “ruling justly, investing in their people, encouraging economic freedom” 

and were measured by sixteen specific criteria, including indicators such as trade 

policy, corruption control, and girls’ primary school completion rates. International 

institutions such as UNESCO, the World Bank, and Freedom House measured these 

indicators. (Lancaster, 28-34) In this way, the MCA created a very centralized 

decision-making apparatus in Washington DC that emphasized responsible behavior, 

development, and democracy on the part of the receiving nations. (Lancaster, 29)  

In addition to the MCA, another change that this argument presents as an attempt at 

greater foreign policy control was the increase in Department of Defense aid. Under the 

DoD, three major anti-terrorism programs were instituted in sub Saharan Africa. These 

programs were designed to train local military, but also to aid in school construction 

and other development activities. (Lancaster, 42) Through implementing such 

extensive DoD aid measures, scholars argue that the administration was seeking 

control in such a way that integrated military and developmental goals. With these 
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mechanisms, the administration was able to fragment aid into distinct, focused 

categories that allowed it to redefine and better control the terms of aid.   

Despite these new mechanisms of control, scholars have argued that the aid 

programs were also ineffective in reaching their purported goals of encouraging 

democracy, development, and free trade. Raymond M. Copson’s work makes this 

claim, arguing that the Bush administration’s development programs were ineffective- 

something known to but not fixed by the administration.  Ultimately, this critical 

perspective claims that despite Bush’s purported concern for African development, the 

greatest benefits were actually in emergency relief aid, particularly for through 

HIV/AIDS relief programs. (Copson, 21) 

The argument that the Bush Administration did little to improve development aid 

relies (in part) on a critique of the MCA. Although the MCA was set to phase in a five 

billion dollar increase in worldwide aid over a three-year period, that goal was never 

actually reached. (Copson, 27) Largely, this was because few countries managed to 

meet the eligibility requirements set by the administration. This left only twelve 

African nations eligible to create a proposal to request aid. (Copson, 28) Beyond 

eligibility requirements, however, was a lengthy process each nation had to undertake 

to submit an aid request proposal. Only Madagascar, Cape Verde, and Benin had 

completed this lengthy process by August 2006. For the nations that did receive MCA 

aid, it seemingly replaced rather than supplemented other forms of development aid. 

(Copson, 29) This argument claims that the MCA’s limited reach was a direct result of 

its complex, particular, bureaucratic demands. Ultimately, Copson and others claim 

that the MCA was never intended improve and increase development aid for its own 
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sake, but rather to create a reorganization of aid programs centrally controlled by the 

Department of State to better promote its own foreign policy agenda. (Copson, 41) 

Most scholars writing about this topic argue that the Bush Administration’s 

developmental aid programs were largely self-interested: they do not, however, claim 

that about HIV/AIDS relief programs. Despite addressing concerns about PEPFAR’s 

concessions to the Christian right through abstinence-only prevention training and 

limited condom distribution, Copson and others argue that this was actually a minor 

aspect of PEPFAR’s work and has garnered an undue amount of criticism. While 

Copson does critique particular aspects of PEPFAR, he argues that this was still an 

effective and beneficial aid program for its recipients. (Copson, 42) Ultimately, 

Copson’s position is representative of most scholars in this area: the Bush 

administration’s development aid was ineffective, but HIV/AIDS relief was a 

resounding success. 

In many ways, Lancaster and Copson, and other similar scholars, present 

convincing arguments about how Bush’s aid changes fragmented aid and generally 

failed to solve the development issues that they set out to. Instead, they gave the 

administration greater control over the aid distribution processes and thus greater 

control over potential recipients.  

 

II.   Bush’s Evangelicalism 

Beyond foreign policy control, scholars have suggested that another potential 

motivation behind the Bush administration’s aid changes was Bush’s own 

evangelicalism, and his right-wing Christian supporters. This is a particularly popular 
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explanation of his focus on HIV/AIDS relief. Indeed, many scholars have argued that 

as an evangelical Christian, Bush felt personally called upon to work on improving 

foreign aid. Beyond personal motivations, many scholars have also argued that Bush’s 

evangelical right-wing Christian base of supporters in the United States influenced his 

aid politics (and his presidency as whole). 

This evangelical Christian framework is often presented as a significant factor in 

shaping the Bush administration’s approach to governing. Jason Berggren and Nicol C. 

Rae set forth this argument in “Jimmy Carter and George W. Bush: Faith, Foreign 

Policy, and an Evangelical Presidential Style,” claiming that Bush engaged in a 

“disdain for ‘politics as usual’ and “day-to-day political bargaining”, relying instead on 

an “evangelical” style of governing. (Berggren and Rae, 606) As the authors claim, this 

was characterized by “open professions of religious faith and moralizing rhetoric”, 

difficulty compromising, and direct appeals to the public in an attempt to get around 

the Washington political process. (Berggren and Rae, 621) They also argue that Bush, 

more than any other president, blurred the lines between religion and politics, often 

discussing the two as intertwined. (Berggren and Rae, 618) Berggren and Rae argue 

that 9/11 provided the catalyst for Bush’s belief and pronouncement that God had 

called upon America, and himself personally, to defeat evil overseas. Ultimately, the 

authors posit Bush’s apparent arrogance and confidence in his moral assertions of good 

versus evil as a product of this evangelical style, allowing him to view the world with a 

certainty other presidents did not espouse. (Berggren and Rae, 630) 
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While Berggren and Rae ask how Bush’s evangelical style informed his 

presidential style in general, in “Bush, Obama and a faith-based US foreign policy,” 

Lee Marsden elaborates on how this style may have tangibly impacted the Bush 

Administration’s foreign policy. Marsden uses USAID as a case study with which to 

highlight the “potential dangers of faith-based foreign policy approaches”. (Marsden, 

952) Marsden argues that Bush encouraged an anti-big-government discourse in which 

it was safer and more effective to shift funding and resources to faith-based 

organizations (hereafter FBOs). (Marsden, 951) Nine days after taking office, Bush 

established the White House Office of Faith Based and Community Initiatives 

(OFBCI), and shortly afterwards FBCI centers in six governmental departments, 

including USAID. Throughout most of Bush’s presidency, about one quarter of USAID 

in-country partners were FBOs. (Marsden, 964) In the first five years of the Bush 

Administration, 159 contracts were made to FBOs, out of which only two were Muslim 

organizations- and this despite the large amount of assistance work being done at the 

time in Afghanistan, Pakistan, and Indonesia. (Marsden, 965) This, combined with the 

fact that FBOs were major partners with PEPFAR in promulgating abstinence-only 

prevention, causes Marsden to argue that Bush allowed evangelical Christian concerns 

to drive significant portions of his foreign policy.
2
 (Marsden, 967)  

                                                 
2
 Not only did these concerns drive his policy, but they also underlay much of his discourse related to 

aid. Some evangelical Christian themes that Paul Apostolidis has highlighted in his work about 

homosexuality and “compassionate” conservatism are abundantly present in Bush’s African aid 

discourse: these include victims being presented as potential threats, the importance of family, the 

emphasis on lives of unborn/young children, and the emphasis on faith-based organizations as more 

effective and compassionate purveyors of assistance. However, Bush did not explicitly emphasize the 

Christian underpinnings of statements related to African aid. Because I will be focusing on the themes of 

the Bush administration’s discourse as they were explicitly presented, and what such expressions do to 

define US-African relations, I will not be analyzing Bush’s discourse on the level of what informed it, 
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Ultimately, these scholars present compelling answers as to why the Bush 

administration was motivated to make such extensive aid changes. In some cases, they 

also comment on whether or not these programs were effective in achieving the goals 

they ostensibly set out to. Two questions on this topic have been asked and, in my 

opinion, convincingly answered: Why did the Bush administration change and increase 

aid to Africa, and was that aid successful in delivering its stated goals? However, the 

discourse the Bush administration used to present, explain, and promote these 

programs has gone uninvestigated and reveals equally significant evidence about the 

role the administration envisioned for Africa, and its place in the international order.  

As important as analyzing how these programs worked is analyzing how they were 

presented. As a scholar of Western-Africa relations in the colonial context has argued, 

“Exclusive focus on material practices mistakenly assumes that interests, agendas, 

motivations, and identities are all inherently given. Yet, all of these elements are 

discursively articulated and produced.” (Dunn, 11) Throughout the history of Western 

interventions in Africa, material practices have been made possible and justified by the 

discursive spaces Western powers have created. The discursive space the Bush 

administration created for Africa defined, reflected, and nuanced the policies it 

employed, framing the role it saw for Africa both in the short-term and in the long run. 

This is not to say that material practices do not matter, but rather that they do not tell 

the entire story. As scholars have argued, the Bush administration’s aid was clearly a 

work of strategy. For the most part, however, it was not presented as such. 

                                                                                                                                              
but rather what work it did. For this reason I do not address the evangelical aspect of Bush’s discourse, 

but recognizing it is crucial to understanding what informed Bush’s discourse. (Apostolidis)  
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Section II: Discursive Patterns in the Bush Administration: 

Africa and Aid 
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

       On George W. Bush’s archived section of the White House website, Africa ranks 

as one of the “in focus” issues of his administration, and one of only two regional focus 

points listed (the other is the Middle East). If you visit this website, the first thing you 

will see if you click any of the “in focus” links is a banner at the top of the page, with 

imagery and text identifying the subject of the page. The banner shown above is the 

one used to present the Bush administration’s “Africa Policy”. The image is so 

stereotypical of Western depictions of Africa it’s almost forgettable: black children 

surround an outline of the African continent, implicitly humanizing but also 

infantalizing and homogenizing their continent. There is nothing surprising about this 

imagery, but there is something unique about it when compared to the imagery used for 

any other “in focus” issue, region, or country in the world represented on this website. 

It is the only introduction banner bearing exclusively children. The contrast with the 

banner for the Middle East is striking: instead of chilren, we see a map, representing 

not people but geopolitcal boundaries. Without even delving into any of the text below 

these banners, we can immediately glimpse a facet  of the Bush Administration’s 

approach to “Africa Policy”: it was presented as a mission of rescue, not strategy.  
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I. Responsibility through Paternalism: HIV/AIDS Relief Assistance  

 

           In order to present its work in Africa as a work of human rescue, the 

Administration first needed to create a discursive space that allowed this intervention. 

In doing so, the Bush Administration engaged –perhaps unconciously and certainly 

without aknowledgement- in a pattern that has existed in Western-African relations for 

centuries. This is a pattern through which Western actors attempt to define and explain 

Africa as a whole in such a way that calls for and justifies Western interventions. 

Perhaps most obviously, Westerners created this rhetorical space to justify colonization 

of the continent. Kevin Dunn, in work specifically related to the colonization of the 

Congo, explains how this Western intervention was portrayed as benevolent and 

necessary through paternalistic, family-oriented rhetoric. The Belgian government 

portrayed people living in the Congo as children who needed the wisdom, power, and 

generosity of a Westernizing power. (Dunn, Chapter 3) One of the most telling 

examples of this paternalistic rhetoric was a statement made by the Belgian Minister of 

Colonies in 1965, shortly before Congolese independence: “I see these simple 

populations outside the large urban centers, and I feel myself more than ever the father 

of the family.”(Dunn, 68) It was not just this minister, but also the Belgian government 

as a whole, which presented itself as a father figure, thus justifying its ability to dictate 

what happened to the people under its rule. Fathers are assumed to have the best 

interests of their children at heart, and so colonial powers presented themselves as the 

wiser but benevolent leaders of an infantile people. While the Bush administration 
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never made statements as obviously paternalistic as that of the Belgian Minister, it too 

seemed incapable of discussing Africa outside of a paternalistic narrative.  

The Bush administration’s approach to the HIV/AIDS crisis in Africa is 

constructed in similarly familial terms, and rooted in a stereotypical call to “save the 

children”. In many ways, this appeal was a literal one, reflected in the fact that nearly 

every public statement focused on HIV/AIDS related work in Africa emphasized 

prevention of mother-to-child transmission as a specifically important goal. By 

providing antiretroviral drugs to expectant mothers, the Bush administration helped 

families have HIV-free children in circumstances in which those children would have 

likely been infected. In President Bush’s memoirs, he explains that the plight of 

African children is what inspired him to focus on HIV/AIDS prevention- as a result, 

one of the first steps he took to address the crisis was the International Mother and 

Child HIV Prevention Initiative in 2002. (Decision Points, 337-8) His goal, as he 

described it, was to “…treat one million mothers and save one hundred fifty thousand 

babies every year after five years,” in African and Caribbean nations (Decision Points, 

337). The PEPFAR website states that the program helped 240,000 at-risk children be 

born without HIV, and provided “compassionate care” (which can involve non-medical 

care such as providing food aid to orphans) to over four million “vulnerable children 

and orphans” as of September 2008. (“Celebrating Life”) The President’s 

overwhelming discursive emphasis on African children over other demographics 

suggests a desire to highlight innocent victims. While working for prevention and relief 

amongst adult populations threatened to –and did- encounter debates about sexual 
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politics amongst the Christian right, working to save children drew no backlash.
3
 In 

this way, Bush administration’s emphasis on saving the children allowed the United 

States to assume the uncomplicated, protective position of the father figure. Although 

PEPFAR provided aid to many demographics, the administration’s focus on the plight 

of African children worked to emphasize the innocence of the victims at the same time 

as it emphasized the innocence of US intervention as a selfless mission of rescue. 

Although perhaps in a more sympathetic manner, the Bush administration’s family-

based discourse did similar work to that of Western colonizers in creating a space in 

which the actions, motivations, and goals of the more powerful paternal nation could 

be put to work saving an infantilized other.  

  However much the Bush administration may have used traditional discursive 

devices to present Africans as infantilized victims, it did not present them as harmless 

victims. Rather, it presented them as victims who, if allowed to remain as such, would 

pose a very serious risk to international order. Children would turn into threats, as Bush 

recounted in his memoirs, “It broke my heart that fourteen million children had lost 

parents to AIDS. It also worried me. A generation of rootless, desperate young people 

would be vulnerable to recruitment by extremists.” (Decision Points, 339) The 

administration sought to influence these young people before terrorists could. 

HIV/AIDS was presented not only as a threat to its victims, but to an entire 

world order. Bush explained how HIV/AIDS threatened this American-defined order in 

                                                 
3
 Focus on the family not only avoided debates about sexual morality, but also appealed to family values 

of the Christian right. In this way, Bush’s discourse comes out of traditional colonialist rhetoric but also 

works with contemporary pragmatics to avoid contentious topics and appeal to ones that would gain 

approval from both the Christian right and most other Americans at the same time.  
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2007 during remarks about AIDS relief, claiming “This modern-day plague robbed 

Africa and other countries of the hope of progress and threatened to push many 

communities toward chaos.” (“Remarks on the President's Emergency Plan for AIDS 

Relief”) The President went on, both in this statement and others, to connect this threat 

of chaos to the threat of terrorism: HIV bred hopelessness, poverty, and developmental 

stagnation, all of which threatened to create a desperate population sympathetic to 

radicalism.  

  Through its discourse, the Bush administration clung to traditional Western 

portrayals of Africans as child-like victims, but it also did something new. It defined 

Africans as victims, and then connected victimhood to chaos and, as I will demonstrate 

below, terrorism. Essentially, the administration saw Africa as at a crossroads of its 

existence: Africa could continue to be victimized and accept the chaos that came with 

that, or it could use US assistance to rise above that chaos and become a “useful” 

contributor to the world. The administration’s emphasis on children and innocent 

victims defined US assistance as selfless compassion. But this selfless compassion took 

on a new dimension when the administration connected victimhood with chaos and 

terror. Aid was no longer about the victims alone, but also the potential future victims 

of those original victims. In this way, PEPFAR became a mission not only of rescue, 

but also of order. 

II.          Africa as Chaos: Threat of Terrorism  

          The call to impose Western order on Africa comes out of centuries of 

representations of the continent as one in chaos. Colonial interventions were based 
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largely on this notion of chaos, as an attempt to bring Western systems of governance 

to regions seen as completely anarchic. In reality, African societies had their own 

systems of dealing with economic, political, and social issues, but these systems were 

either ignored by, unintelligible to, or intentionally overturned by colonial powers. As 

peoples apparently living without any Western-recognizable form order, Africans were 

portrayed as inherently primitive, chaotic, and irrational. This presentation was in the 

best interest of colonizers, who justified their intervention as an attempt to provide 

order to a chaotic place and its tragically primitive people. (Dunn, Chapter 2)  

Just as the Western notion of chaos opened up a space for colonial intervention, 

the Bush administration used the trope of African chaos to explain and justify 

American aid. The Bush administration’s conception of Africa as a place in need of 

strategic ordering is implicitly apparent in the US-dictated requirements set forth by the 

MCA, but chaos is further articulated as one of the main threats to the continent, US 

foreign policy, and the international community. The argument that an unstable Africa 

would provide a base for terrorists to operate out of posited a chaotic Africa as a threat 

on a global scale. The President explained this issue in a 2003 address, highlighting the 

need to work with African nations to achieve stability: 

Progress in Africa depends on peace and stability, so America is standing with friends 

and allies to help end regional wars. And against the murderous ambitions of terrorists, 

the United States and African countries are working in common purpose. We will not 

permit terrorists to threaten African peoples or to use Africa as a base to threaten the 

world. (“The President's Radio Address”) 

This statement is reminiscent of Cold War era rhetoric that claimed weak, 

unstable governments would fall to communism and threaten the world. As Kevin 
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Dunn highlights, the American representation of the Congo as chaotic and its leaders as 

irrational led it to forcibly remove Patrice Lumumba, the Congo’s first democratically 

elected prime minister, from power in 1960. When Lumumba reached out to the Soviet 

Union for assistance with an internal conflict in the Congo, American officials asserted 

that he threatened the region and the international community because of his supposed 

communist leanings. (Dunn, 90) The rhetoric State Department officials and other US 

government officials employed emphasized the immaturity, chaotic nature, and 

irrationality of Lumumba and the Congolese as a whole, thus justifying rational, 

mature American intervention to preserve peace and protect the Congo from 

communism. (Dunn, Chapter 3)  

  The President’s radio address harkens back to a similar logic: a chaotic, 

unstable Africa threatens the international community- but this time, through potential 

terrorism rather than communism. The threat has changed, but the logic is 

recognizable: African nations who fail to work with the United States toward their 

“common purpose” of security and stability allow themselves to remain vulnerable to 

forces that would take advantage of their instability and chaos. In the 2002 National 

Security Strategy document (hereafter NSS 2002), which sets out the administration’s 

most significant goals for national security, the administration calls on African 

“coalitions of the willing” (states willing to work on counter-terrorism initiatives with 

the United States) to help influence their neighbors, coordinate with the United States, 

its European allies and international institutions, and strengthen their regional anti-

terrorism organizations. (“National Security Strategy”) African nations must prove 

willing to utilize America’s material, intelligence, and military support to impose order 
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on African chaos, chaos that has bred -as explained in the same document- the “lethal 

environment [that] exists in Africa”. (“National Security Strategy”)  This environment 

is lethal because it is unstable: African is a threat because instability creates 

opportunities for other actors to take advantage of the continent. 

  However, it is important to note how this discourse of African chaos has 

changed in terms of what it requires regarding African-US relations. Whereas Cold 

War era rhetoric called for forcible, covert, and unilateral Western intervention into 

chaotic spaces (as exemplified by US/Belgian removal of Congo’s leader in 1960), the 

Bush administration’s discourse calls instead for African nations to willingly choose 

stability and alliance with the United States. This notion of willingness and choice was 

repeatedly demonstrated in NSS 2002. The “coalitions of the willing” were significant 

because African willingness and cooperation, rather than US force, was presented as 

the only viable method of eliminating disorder on the continent. Instead of a Cold War-

era question of the United States enforcing a particular kind of world order, the 

question became about whether African nations were willing to decide to “help 

themselves”. Expanding on what it meant to have African “coalitions of the willing”, 

NSS 2002 states, “The United States should be realistic about its ability to help those 

who are unwilling or unready to help themselves. Where and when people are ready to 

do their part, we will be willing to move decisively.” (“National Security Strategy”) In 

this way, chaos was not presented as an inherent aspect of African societies (as in 

colonial thought) or something that could be forcibly changed (as in Cold War era 

thought). Instead, order was a conscious, willing choice: one that the United States 

would support, but could not unilaterally impose.  
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  In this way, the Bush administration engaged with but also moved away from 

the representation of a chaotic Africa so central to prior Western interventions on the 

continent. Embracing the centuries-old portrayal of Africa as chaos created a space that 

called for US intervention, but defining this chaos as a willing choice rather than 

something inherent to African peoples meant that ultimately, it was on the shoulders of 

African governments to make the correct decisions.  

III.          African Responsibility on a National Level 

           It was this notion of willing African choice that the Bush administration 

presented as genuine change in the US aid policy to Africa. In his memoirs, the 

President claims that his administration moved away from outdated, Western-

controlled forms of aid toward encouraging recipient autonomy and agency: 

…the traditional model of foreign aid was paternalistic: A wealthy donor nation wrote 

a check and told the recipient how to spend it…. [instead] we would base our 

relationships on partnership, not paternalism. We would trust developing countries to 

design their own strategies for using American taxpayer dollars. (Decision Points, 335) 

 

The President was referring to MCA aid to Africa, and the fact that the MCA required 

potential recipient nations to design their own proposals for how to use that aid money. 

It was up to African nations to determine how to use US assistance, and this decision 

was presented as move toward “partnership” in which African nations controlled their 

own ability to receive, and utilize, US aid.  Of course, in reality these “choices” were 

dictated entirely by the United States, and nations who did not choose “correctly” 

would never see any MCA aid dollars at all. 
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   The path to making the correct choices was outlined in the MCA’s 

requirements. The criteria for the MCA aid eligibility included sixteen indicators, 

broken down into the three larger categories covered in Chapter I: ruling justly, 

investing in people, and economic freedom. These are broad requirements, and the 

specific indicators included in these categories are hardly more specific: for example, 

“voice and accountability” under ruling justly, or “trade policy” under economic 

freedom. (Lancaster, 32) Essentially, the lengthy list of indicators covered what 

Condoleeza Rice had more succinctly stated as “democracy, the rule of law, a market-

based economy, and open trade” (Condoleezza Rice) If a nation did not move toward 

these goals, it was acting irresponsibly.  

  Despite the argument of most scholars that MCA development aid was an 

attempt to gain greater control over African nations’ policies, the Bush Administration 

presented it as quite the opposite: a chance for African nations to take responsibility for 

themselves, with US support. The MCA was ostensibly designed to promote 

responsible leadership that would encourage African leaders to commit to making 

citizens’ lives better. In a 2003 interview with African journalists, Bush explained: 

“…the Millennium Challenge Account is part of our strategy on the continent, to 

promote the habits of good and honest, decent government.”(“Interview With African 

Journalists”) If the US role in the MCA is merely to “promote habits”, then it is 

certainly up to these nations themselves to pick up those habits- it is a choice to 

become responsible or remain chaotic and irresponsible. As Bush’s Deputy National 

Security Advisor elaborated, “…all of these efforts [of MCA aid to developing nations] 

will fail unless people in developing countries have governments and leaders who 
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listen to their voices and help them fulfill their dreams.”(Stephen Hadley, 2003) In this 

construct, it is the responsibility of African governments to take interest in the 

wellbeing of their own people. Consequently, if MCA aid failed to achieve its 

objectives or improve the lives of citizens in recipient nations, responsibility for that 

failure rested solely on the recipient nation itself, not the donor.  

  Although the Bush administration presents its emphasis on African 

responsibility as acknowledgement of African agency, it does so in such a way that 

actually reduces that African responsibility to an easily definable level: the national. 

The administration emphasizes African national agency and claims that with the 

provision of US assistance, these nations are capable of making autonomous decisions. 

The judgment of whether those choices are responsible or irresponsible ones is entirely 

left up to the United States, but the choice itself is presented as autonomous. In 

presenting aid receipt as dictated by autonomous choices, the administration is able to 

distance itself from responsibility should African nations fail to achieve the standards 

of governance it thinks they should. Africans have the ability, and the United States 

will provide the resources- therefore, subsequent responsibility rests lies with each 

nation’s leadership.  

  In this way, claims of African autonomy are actually being used to distance the 

United States from taking any real, meaningful responsibility for the struggles African 

nations might face. Emphasizing change at the national level, as the MCA does in 

particular, creates a very simplistic notion of the level at which economic or political 

problems originate and can be solved. As James Ferguson, a scholar of Africa’s 
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position in a neoliberal world order, explains, “…where the national frame of reference 

has enjoyed an unquestioned legitimacy, economic grievances tended to be seen as 

“problems” that are essentially local and internal to a national economy, and economic 

critique has been largely channeled into discussion of whether or not “the nation” is 

pursuing “the right policies.”(Ferguson, 66) This is significant because it ends up 

“localizing responsibility for poverty within national borders,” (Ferguson, 65) which in 

turn relieves the United States government from having to take a more critical 

perspective on the origins of that poverty and its own role in its creation.  

The MCA development aid plan and the rhetoric surrounding it emphasized 

national responsibility uncritically, taking for granted the that the state level was the 

most significant in terms of delivering order, and demanding responsibility. This 

overwhelming emphasis on national responsibility, as Ferguson argues, overlooks the 

fact that some of the most important political processes in Africa are occurring at 

“subnational and transnational levels” (Ferguson, 86). On the subnational level, many 

citizens of African nations have little faith in their governments’ ability or willingness 

to provide reasonable living standards. This has resulted in more localized groups 

providing the structure and support systems the national government is ostensibly 

responsible for- for example, through kin-based, ethnic, religious, social movement 

groups, or other groupings of people. (Ferguson, 85) On the transnational level, most 

African governments have little to no ability to influence macroeconomic processes, 

and instead are essentially controlled by international actors such as the IMF and 

World Bank, as well as foreign aid. The citizens of these nations are generally well 

aware that their governments are controlled by external economic and political forces, 
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thus increasing their mistrust in and ineffectiveness of the national government. 

(Ferguson, 86-89)  By overlooking this context intentionally or otherwise, the Bush 

administration is able to apply its universalist Western notion that the national 

government provides the most important structure of societies, and that nationally-

instituted economic and political policies that have benefitted the West (free trade, 

democracy) are also the best solution to the problems those nations face- whether or 

not those solutions benefit ordinary Africans.  

Through its emphasis on African nations’ autonomy and responsibility, the 

Bush administration is able to claim that it has moved away from a paternalistic model 

of foreign aid, while in reality still dictating all the terms of that aid. Further, by 

engaging in the “myth of the sovereign African nation-state” (Ferguson, 87), the Bush 

administration is able to place responsibility for the success or (more likely) failure of 

US aid on African governments rather than its own. In this space, the United States 

becomes the benevolent assistant, offering its support but assuming no responsibility.  

IIII.        Benevolent Responsibility: American Responsibility as Proof of its 

Goodwill 

 

             According to the Bush administration, however, its aid to Africa was the 

ultimate display of American responsibility. The administration emphasized that 

although it was not required to provide Africa with the extent of aid that it did, it did so 

out of a sense of moral duty. US responsibility toward Africa was framed simply as the 

natural by-product of benevolent American values.  

The Bush administration’s presentation of US responsibility emphasized the 

nation’s need to remain true to its history as a savior nation and its position as a 
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benevolent superpower.  This was most clearly demonstrated in regards to its 

leadership on the HIV/AIDS crisis, as in Bush’s 2003 speech committing to American 

leadership against HIV/AIDS:  

America makes this commitment for a clear reason, directly rooted in our founding. 

We believe in the value and dignity of every human life. In the face of preventable 

death and suffering, we have a moral duty to act, and we are acting.” (“Remarks on 

Signing the United States Leadership Against HIV/AIDS, Tuberculosis, and Malaria 

Act of 2003”)  

 

In another speech about HIV/AIDS in Africa given around the same time, President 

Bush explains the reason for US assistance in similar terms, as “…a special calling that 

began with our founding.” (“Remarks on the Global HIV/AIDS Initiative”) While the 

President does not elaborate on how exactly these values or this calling are “rooted in 

our founding”, this type of language is representative of (and in some cases identical 

to) nearly all the statements he gave about HIV/AIDS prevention on the continent. 

Rather than presenting this as an entirely contemporary issue, Bush ties it to American 

values that have, according to him, existed in more or less the same form since the 

nation’s beginnings. In this way, a “moral duty”, or responsibility, is simply a natural 

product of benevolent American values that have always existed. Bush presents 

HIV/AIDS assistance to Africa as simply another important humanitarian endeavor in a 

list of many, stating on Worlds AIDS Day in 2005 that, “We're a generous country that 

has always reached out to feed the hungry and rescue captives and care for the sick.” 

(“Remarks on World AIDS Day”) Repeatedly, the President positions humanitarian 

assistance to Africa as part of a historical American pattern of acting on compassionate 

values. 
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This historical American benevolence turns into moral responsibility when 

combined with American wealth, knowledge, and power. The Bush Administration 

continuously highlights the responsibility of well-off nations to assist others. Bush 

explained that US responsibility to help Africans suffering from AIDS was based 

partially on the fact that, “We are blessed with great scientific knowledge” (“Remarks 

on World AIDS Day”), which it is imperative to share. Later in 2005, at the swearing-

in of an appointee to the Millennium Challenge Corporation, Bush highlighted the 

importance of the Corporation and its leaders by stating, “We have more to do to fight 

poverty. I believe central to our foreign policy must be, ‘To whom much is given, 

much is required.’ That's why we're leading the fight against HIV/AIDS. That's why 

we're feeding the hungry.” (“Remarks at a Swearing-In Ceremony for John J. 

Danilovich as Chief Executive Officer of the Millennium Challenge Corporation”) 

Both of these snippets are interesting because they use the passive voice: “We are 

blessed” and “much is given, much is required”. This grammatical construction allows 

Bush to assert the power, progress, and might of the United States without addressing 

the source of that power. Instead, it appears as a blessing, something that the United 

States was fortunate enough to have inherited, and which, because of that fortune, it is 

obligated to share. In this way, the administration explains its investment in Africa as 

the responsibility of an inherently powerful and benevolent nation. 

  Ultimately, the Bush administration used its aid to Africa to produce an image 

of the United States as a benevolent actor. This benevolence was driven by a 

paternalistic approach that simultaneously insisted it knew how to solve all of the 

problems facing the continent without critically engaging in their context, while also 
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insisting that African national governments bore the responsibility of making these 

changes on their own. The Bush administration’s version of American responsibility 

was constructed as a moral one, and thus allowed the administration to distance the 

United States from the very tangible culpability it does have in creating problems on 

the continent of Africa. 

 

Section III: Responsibility as Reparations 

I.  History Lives Only in the Past: The Bush Administration’s Version of 

History 

   Standing at the “door of no return” on Goree Island, Senegal, in July 2003, 

President Bush looked out at the Atlantic Ocean and stood in the same place many are 

said to have placed their very last step on the continent of Africa before being forced 

onto slave ships bound for the United States and Caribbean, never to return.
4
 Not even 

two hundred years after Goree Island sent off its very last slave ship, this US president 

retraced the steps of thousands of men, women, and children torn from their families 

and homes for the purpose of building a nation an ocean away. It was a moment that 

called for recognition of the complex, exploitative, and intertwined history between the 

African continent and the United States, something President Bush attempted in the 

speech he gave on that day, recognizing that: 

At this place, liberty and life were stolen and sold. Human beings were 

delivered and sorted and weighed and branded with the marks of commercial 

enterprises and loaded as cargo on a voyage without return. One of the largest 

                                                 
4
 The historical significance of this site, and the number of people who passed through here, is disputed: 

claims range from thousands to millions. However, it is very significant in that is has been the site of 

perhaps the most concentrated, international recognition of the African slave trade. 
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migrations of history was also one of the greatest crimes of history. (“Remarks 

at Goree Island”) 

   In President Bush’s discourse, history itself was the perpetrator of these wrongs 

and that history is over because it died with the people who lived it. What was done to 

these people is presented in the passive voice, as if to imply that who caused it and for 

what purpose was tangential to the recognition that it occurred. In this way, Bush’s 

speech on Goree Island is reflective of the perspective on US-African relations that he 

demonstrated in his statements related to aid: US assistance to Africa, while based on 

essential American values, has no basis in the American history of exploitation on the 

continent.  

   The Bush administration’s selective version of history is one that comfortably 

categorizes past wrongs something that lives only in the past, and fails to interrogate 

sources of American power. As Bush explained near the end of his speech at Goree, 

“With the power and resources given to us, the United States seeks to bring peace 

where there is conflict, hope where there is suffering, and liberty where there is 

tyranny. And these commitments bring me and other distinguished leaders of my 

Government across the Atlantic to Africa.” (“Remarks at Goree Island”) And yet, while 

Bush claims that “power and resources” were “given to us”, a different understanding 

of African and US history suggests otherwise.  

II. Reparations: Living Legacy of Historical Responsibility  

The African reparations movement calls for the Western world, instead, to 

acknowledge history as a living, concrete force in international disparities today. The 
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reparations movement became popular in the 1990s amongst African leaders, activists, 

and intellectuals. Rather than a request for Western aid, the reparations debate has 

attempted to change the terms of Western-African relations by asking Western nations 

to admit their complicity in, and responsibility for, the underdevelopment of Africa- 

and to further substantiate this apology in the form of monetary reparations.  

   The demand for reparations is one rooted in an understanding of history that is 

very different from the one the Bush administration describes. This understanding of 

history is one that argues that the underdevelopment of African nations is a result of 

years of exploitation by Western powers, mainly through the slave trade and 

colonization, and that this exploitation developed the West while depleting Africa of its 

people, resources, and ability to develop fully. A philosophical scholar of the African 

reparations movement, Edwin Etieyibo, argues that calls for reparations rely on a set of 

historical “assumptions”. (Etieyibo, 11) These assumptions are that pre-colonial Africa 

had significant centers of civilization, was developing along an upward socio-economic 

trajectory, and was interrupted by both the slave trade and colonization.  Both of these 

significant Western interventions destroyed entire civilizations, exploited Africa’s 

human and natural resources, and undermined Africa’s socioeconomic development. 

This series of events benefitted the West by bringing it new and stolen resources, 

therefore developing the West at the expense of Africa. Accordingly, African 

reparationists argue that the West is obligated to pay reparations to Africa because the 

West owes its current position of wealth and power, at least in part, to the exploitation 

of the African continent. (Etieyibo, 4) This understanding of history insists that 
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Western exploitation of Africa is not just a past injustice, but also has a living legacy 

that continues to impact Africa.  

  This historical legacy is something reparation leaders and activists call on the 

entire Western world, but also specifically the United States, to recognize. 

Reparationist scholars often divide the logic of reparation demands into two categories: 

legal arguments, and historical ones.
5
 Historical arguments specifically point to the 

transatlantic slave trade as a historical wrong that lives on today in terms of 

developmental disparities between African nations and Western ones. Rhoda E. 

Howard-Hassmann, in Reparations to Africa, has looked at this legacy through some 

interviews highlighting African activists’ and intellectuals’ perspectives on the history 

of the slave trade. Many of Howard-Hassmann’s interviewees expressed the history of 

the slave trade as something that continues to impact their communities.  

  The transatlantic slave trade created significant disadvantages for the societies it 

impacted, both materially and psychologically. Numerically, Howard-Hassmann cites 

the fact that around 13.6 million people were lost to the transatlantic trade. (Howard-

Hassmann, 70) Many of her respondents stated that they had lost entire family lines to 

the slave trade, and claimed that slave traders often stripped communities of their 

strongest, most influential members. As one respondent explained, 

Before [the] slave trade….Nigeria had empires, we had our own civilization… We 

had our own kingdom[s], we had our own trade, things were going on well; but 

once the slave trade came, they carted away very well-abled people. For instance, 

in Benue [a state in Nigeria], the people were taken away… It was like a 

genocide… They killed a lot of people because there was a lot of resistance 

                                                 
5
 For my purposes, the historical arguments are more relevant than legal ones and I will not address legal 

arguments here. 
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internally… [They] left [us] with very few people, women… and old men… So it 

was a loss of a whole humanity. (Howard-Hassmann, 77) 

With their communities so disrupted, many relocated to areas that were less accessible 

to slave traders, but also potentially less advantageous in other ways (Howard-

Hassmann, 71). African business in these regions shifted to become largely oriented 

around the slave trade. Although African chiefs and kings attempted to purchase 

Western technologies to further their businesses, they were generally rebuffed and 

either convinced or coerced into participating in the slave trade instead. (Howard-

Hassmann, 82) But in addition to the physical and material disruption to many African 

communities, many respondents also cited psychological harm. The knowledge that 

their ancestors were tortured, raped, murdered and dehumanized sparked outrage that 

many still live with today. (Howard-Hassmann, 76) All of these claims about the 

impact of the slave trade are teleological ones: They assume African societies were 

headed in a direction of development and potential industrialization that was 

interrupted, and sometimes entirely destroyed by, the slave trade.  

However, historical arguments for reparations are perhaps less based in what the 

slave trade did to Africa than in what it did for the United States. Amongst Howard-

Hassmann’s respondents, there was the unanimous assertion that the transatlantic slave 

trade contributed significantly to Western development.  In this way, reparations for 

the slave trade are a claim for something Africans contributed to, but did not reap the 

benefits of. Human labor stolen from the continent contributed to building up some 

American corporations, businesses, and family wealth that still exists to today. 
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(Howard-Hassmann, 82-84) But the historical argument does not rely on those 

particular lasting institutions alone. Howard-Hassmann claims, 

…to  make the case for reparations, one does not need to argue that without the 

slave trade, the West would not have developed at all… the West might have 

developed in different ways or on different trajectories if the transatlantic slave 

trade had never existed. But the historical fact is that the slave trade did contribute 

to Western development.” (Howard-Hassmann, 84)  

Understanding exactly how the slave trade helped to develop the United States and 

how that would be different if not for the slave trade is impossible. However, it is fair 

to say that the slave trade did contribute to development in a significant way, while 

robbing African communities of significant portions of their own workforces and 

creating fear and instability. It is from this historical position that reparationists call 

upon the United States to recognize and apologize for the slave trade, not just in its past 

form, but also in how it has influenced African realities today.   

The historical logic of the African reparations movement provides a counter-

narrative to the Bush Administration’s rhetoric about historical responsibility. Bush’s 

speech at Goree Island was one of few in which he addressed past African-US 

relations, but his version tells a very different story than does that of African 

reparations leaders, activists, and intellectuals. Instead of understanding history as a 

living, evolving force that has shaped, and continues to shape, international relations, 

the Bush administration relegated American exploitation of Africa to a completed past. 
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III.  American Debt to Africa  

The words “debt” and “Africa” together probably conjure up images of African 

nations owing immense monetary debt to institutions supposedly designed to help them 

economically- for example, the International Monetary Fund or the World Bank. But 

does the Western world actually owe a debt to Africa? Certainly, reparationists are 

arguing “yes”. The president, also, recognized a certain type of American debt to 

Africa. In his Goree Island speech, President Bush acknowledges numerous famous 

African Americans for contributing to American society: “Their moral vision caused 

Americans to examine our hearts, to correct our Constitution, and to teach our children 

the dignity and equality of every person of every race. By a plan known only to 

Providence, the stolen sons and daughters of Africa helped to awaken the conscience of 

America. The very people traded into slavery helped to set America free.” (“Remarks 

at Goree Island”) This contribution is one based not on material development, but 

rather on an ideological one. By speaking out against the injustice they faced in the 

United States, these people of African descent aided all Americans by awakening their 

consciences. What Americans owe these noteworthy individuals are lessons about 

justice and conscience, but nothing material in nature. This is not a debt that is 

repayable. Instead, Bush argues that US aid comes from a desire to spread the nation’s 

privilege, rather than from any tangible sense of debt.  

 African reparationists have echoed Bush’s notion of a moral debt, but calls for 

reparations have also demanded material resources as a form of debt repayment. At a 

1993 Pan-African conference on reparations held in Abuja, Nigeria, an official 
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proclamation gave, for the first time, a monetary value to the forcible contributions 

Africans have made to the West: 777 trillion U.S. dollars.
 6

 This amount was supposed 

to cover  “moral debt, debt of compensation, capital transfer and debt cancellation”. 

(Howard-Hassmann, 28) Already, the scope of the debt reparationists are claiming 

extends well beyond Bush’s conception of an exclusively moral debt: the other three 

forms of debt cited have to do with the disparity in development between Western and 

African nations that exploited African laborers helped to create, stolen resources and 

materials, and the demand that African debts owed to international monetary 

institutions be cancelled. Additionally, this was to be provided by Western nations in 

conjunction with increased African representation in international decision-making 

bodies, specifically a permanent seat on the UN Security Council.
 
(Howard-Hassmann, 

25-32) While none of these demands were met, the proclamation was significant in that 

it was the first attempt to put Western exploitation of Africa into numerical form. Of 

course, it is impossible to measure what dollar amount the West truly owes Africa, not 

least because much of this damage came in the form of human lives. However, the 

number itself demonstrates just how different the framework of reparations versus aid 

is: $9 billion, as given under the Bush Administration, represents a generous favor; 

$777 trillion, on the other hand, represents an enormous, centuries-long, debt. 

 It is doubtful whether the members of the 1993 Pan-African conference truly 

believed Western nations would willingly pay this debt, but these claims are about 

more than receiving monetary reparations. Political leaders, activists, and intellectuals 

                                                 
6
 Some disagreed with putting a monetary value to something that cost human lives, believing it 

diminished the importance of lives that were lost or enslaved.  
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who support African reparations have expressed them as a demand for recognition and 

equality as much as for repayment of an incalculable debt. It is a demand for an 

apology, and with that apology, acknowledgement of the responsibility of Western 

powers to redress past wrongs. One Kenyan activist explains, “For me, reparation is, I 

should not walk away, I should look at the inconvenience I cost you, the harm I cost 

you and… pay [you] back, not even [only] in monetary counts, but even [just] 

acknowledge to you that, brother I subjected you to this situation, I’m sorry… I think I 

have an obligation to do all that there is in my situation…. To make sure that the 

injustices that I committed against you are redressed.”(Howard-Hassmann, 41) The 

obligation here comes not from Bush’s definition of obligation based on benevolence 

and power, but from recognition that injustices committed in the past do not only live 

in the past, but also carry over into the future.  

 However, the Bush administration’s conceptualization of history does place 

these wrongs exclusively in the past, and in doing so precludes the ability to recognize 

any tangible, material form of debt to Africa. In his memoirs, Bush recounts a 

contentious interaction with then-French President Jacques Chirac over Bush’s MCA 

aid initiative. The President claims that at a G-8 summit in which he explained the 

“results-oriented principles of MCA”, Chirac “unleashed”, saying, “George, you are so 

unilateralist. How can America insist on tying aid to anti-corruption? After all, the free 

world created corruption!”(Decision Points, 349) Bush criticized the French 

president’s outburst by dismissing Chirac as “…willing to condemn people in the 

developing world to the status quo of corruption, poverty, and bad governance all 
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because he felt guilty about what nations like France had done in the colonial era.”
7
 

(Decision Points, 350) This response to Chirac’s accusation of unilateralism 

demonstrates Bush’s total denial of his nation’s culpability in the exploitation of 

Africa. Although Chirac’s statement implicates the entire “free world” (which 

presumably includes the United States), Bush’s response focuses only on colonization, 

making African exploitation appear as an exclusively European issue. Even within this 

focus, Bush implies that this history is not significant enough, or relevant enough, to 

impact current decisions being made about the continent. This demonstrates two 

presumptions underlying Bush’s worldview, the first of which is that the United States, 

in its position as a benevolent world leader, is entirely different from Europe. Second, 

he reveals his assumption that acknowledgement of culpability is merely a product of 

unproductive guilt, and that whatever has happened in the past need not shape 

decisions being made today. Even when directly confronted with the notion that 

Western powers helped create some of the problems African nations face today, Bush 

denies and dismisses these claims as unhelpful and irrelevant. In this framework, 

America owes Africa nothing, except charity.  

IV.  Guilt versus Responsibility 

 Guilt is not the reason African supporters of reparations claim Western nations 

should pay them. Instead, it is responsibility. At the 1993 Pan-African conference on 

reparations, the participants framed the “Abuja Proclamation”. This proclamation took 

care to distinguish between guilt and responsibility, stating, “…what matters is not the 

                                                 
7
 Chirac also refused to publicly apologize for French interference in Africa: in 2000, he rejected calls to 

apologize for France’s use of torture in the 1954-62 Algerian war for independence, claiming such an 

apology would “reopen old wounds”. (Reparations to Africa, 143)  
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guilt but the responsibility of those states and nations whose economic evolution once 

depended on slave labor and colonialism”.
 
(Howard-Hassmann, 33) The differentiation 

between guilt and responsibility here lies in the fact that although contemporary people 

living in Western nations are not the direct cause of the slave trade or colonization, 

they have inherited responsibility because they have benefitted from a society which 

exists in its present form, thanks to those events. This is a trans-generational 

responsibility that does not cease to exist simply because the perpetuators of the 

exploitation are dead. A prominent activist for African reparations explained this 

responsibility as inherited through “social citizenship”, claiming, “You, who have the 

profits in the white world, have inherited the responsibility of what your forefathers did 

to us. For it is the responsibility you have and not the guilt, by which we approach 

you.”(Howard-Hassmann, 33) While Bush may have been right to posit guilt as 

unhelpful to African nations, from a reparations-driven perspective, it is not guilt that is 

important so much as recognition of complicity.  

 For the Bush Administration, African aid was not about complicity but about 

power. This power was not expressed as such: instead, it was expressed through the 

rhetoric of responsibility. However, the Bush Administration’s version of responsibility 

actually begins to look like avoidance of responsibility when seen from the perspective 

of calls for reparations that had begun circulating throughout Africa well before Bush’s 

presidency. The Bush administration claimed to have set forth a revolutionary new plan 

for US-African relations, but the arguments put forth by African reparationists suggest 

that his ideas were far from revolutionary. While the Bush administration claimed to 

produce a grand, benevolent gesture toward Africa in its aid policies, it’s thinking very 
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much inhabited a framework of denial and distance that reparationists are working to 

overturn. 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

When President Bush arrived in Tanzania in February 2008, locals lined the 

streets to welcome him, many women donning dresses depicting the President’s face. 

Such an enthusiastic welcome was not uncommon to celebrate the Bush 

administration’s arrival in nations across Sub-Saharan Africa. Many individuals from 

these nations have come forward praising the administration’s work there, crediting the 

United States for saving their lives and the lives of their families. Millions of people 

once marked for death gained a second chance at life through the drugs provided by 

PEPFAR. President Bush frequently highlighted these individuals’ outspoken gratitude 

to the United States, and that alone seemed to prove the legitimacy of his policies, and 

of his discourse. It seems cruel to critique something that helped so many people who 

truly wanted, and needed, that aid.  

 Yet, I argue that while the administration’s aid policies certainly brought much-

needed relief to millions, it is still worthwhile to analyze the type of relationship the 
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administration sought between African nations and the United States, and whether or 

not that relationship is genuinely in the long-term best interests of the continent. Many 

Africans are calling for a shift from aid towards reparation. Aid and reparations differ 

not only in that they call for different monetary amounts, but also in that they change 

the terms of interaction between the West and African nations. Rather than generously 

assisting, Western nations are being called upon to pay a debt that goes back centuries 

and continues to steadily increase. Instead of Western nations controlling the terms of 

these payments, African nations would control the use of the money. Rather than 

Western nations using aid to prove their own international leadership and humanity, 

Western nations would be forced to account for the source of their status in the world 

and at what cost that status has come.  

 Whether or not reparations to Africa are feasible or logical is a source of debate 

amongst scholars, leaders, and activists alike. I do not take on this issue, but rather use 

the movement for African reparations to demonstrate that the way at least some people 

on the continent are asking for assistance is entirely opposed to the framework Bush 

established. They recognize and condemn the entire construct of African-Western 

relations both in the past and contemporarily, and are demanding a change. When 

Western leaders like Bush insist that aid and trade are the only way forward for the 

African continent, they ignore that what many are asking for is not only money, but 

also a structural change demanding recognition and influence on the international 

stage.  
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Bush’s discourse of US self-aggrandizement and calls for African 

accountability only further entrenched a relationship in which the United States was 

able to appear the benefactor and African nations the desperate, childlike recipients. 

When Carter thanked Bush for assisting the “most needy people on earth”, he 

demonstrated that this framework is so accepted by Western leaders that partisan 

politics do not threaten it. The complete lack of critical analysis of the complexities of 

Western-African relations in US leadership demonstrates just how desperately the 

world is in need of a change that goes beyond a few billion dollars. Bush argued that 

the United States needed to consider its responsibilities toward Africa, and he could not 

have been more correct. However, the Bush administration’s version of responsibility 

emphasized American values and benevolence when it should have been asking deeper 

historical questions. It claimed that African nations could and should take 

responsibility for addressing their own problems, without questioning where those 

problems originated, whether the national level was the most appropriate place to 

address them, and whether the Western-oriented solutions it suggested were truly the 

most beneficial for ordinary Africans. Instead, the administration relied upon 

comfortable and familiar ideas about responsibility meant to prove US generosity and 

leadership, and in doing so it demonstrated that a truly new approach to US-African 

relations is yet to be realized.   
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